Graysville Board of Mayor and Commissioners
Graysville Municipal Building
July 12, 2016 7:00 p.m.
Call to order by Mayor Ted Doss
Prayer led by Mayor Doss
Pledge led by Mayor Doss
Roll Call:
Mayor Ted Doss
Vice Mayor Denesa Reel
Commissioner Andy Beene
Commissioner Charles Kaylor
Commissioner Michael May

Present
Present
Late
Absent
Present

Approval of Minutes for May 10, 2016, May 31, 2016, June 14, 2016,
June 28, 2016, June 29, 2016, July 5, 2016 and July 6, 2016 Meeting
Minutes
Mayor Doss “We got several minutes that need to be approved its May 10,
2016, May 31, 2016, June 14, 2016, June 28, 2016, June 29, 2016, July 5,
2016 and July 6, 2016.”
A motion to approve minutes from May 10, 2016, May 31, 2016, June 14,
2016, June 28, 2016, June 29, 2016, July 5, 2016 and July 6, 2016 Meetings
was made by Commissioner May; 2nd by Vice Mayor Reel. Motion carried 30.
Communications from Mayor and Commissioners
Mayor Doss “If we don’t have anything we will move on?”
Consent Agenda
Reports from Kristopher’s Kingdom, Library, Water, Police Department, Fire
Department
A motion to accept the consent agenda was made by Vice Mayor Reel; 2nd by
Commissioner May. Motion carried 3-0.
*Commissioner Beene Enters
Old Business
Mayor Doss “Under the old business we had talked about it and I don’t see it
here on the agenda if we need to vote to put it on there we will but the
garbage truck and the cans we have a representative here from the

company. We can just talk and then if we need to vote we will vote to put it
on the agenda, Kevin if you will come up and introduce yourself to us as I
can’t remember your last name but I’m sure you know it.”
Sringfellow Representative Kevin Coon “I’m with Stringfellow out of Nashville
and the Chattanooga office.”
Mayor Doss “We been in contact for a couple of weeks, I received some
emails form you about what was supposed to go on the cans and stuff and
when you sent that I just assumed the City of Graysville was an addition to
the seal and I am color blind so whatever color you said I thought it was the
color we picked out at the school so I’ll leave it at that. You have talked to
the owner Eddie and what’s the company thought about this?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Yes sir, what we sent was like an artist
proof it actually does show exactly what it is you either have the City of
Graysville or the logo on there as there is just enough room for either or on
there. We felt like we sent that and we showed you exactly what it was
going to look like that’s our fault we probably weren’t clear enough, I
personally was not clear enough to you that this is exactly what it’s going to
look like and with you being colorblind it adds to the problem as well but
again we apologize for the confusion on that and are willing to discuss with
you what would make you happy and that type of thing as the carts are
here.”
Mayor Doss “Yes the first shipment is when Tracey said you need to come
out here and look at these, of course I looked at them I could read but the
color they had to tell me what the color was. Now there’s not going to be an
issue with the truck?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “No the truck is the correct color.”
Mayor Doss “And what color is that?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “We matched it up it a blue/gray, its
actually CAS 940 DuPont Blue/Gray, it’s the same color we matched the chip
up to when we went out to the school. The chassis has arrived at our factory
and we are probably looking at the middle of August to have that body
delivered up here. I was up here yesterday helping unload the carts and I
volunteered to take the driver to Jasper and let him ride with the driver for a
day or to Fort Payne to let him be comfortable with the truck, and I invite
anyone else would like to go to Fort Payne to the factory to look at that.”

Mayor Doss “We will get together and do you want me to get back with
Eddie or do you want me to get with you or both of you?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Yes you can work thru me, obviously
Eddies the owner he would have to approve anything that is done. Eddie
would have been here tonight but he had a trip to Texas that he couldn’t
cancel. Again with the cart mix up I would say if there’s any additional cost
incurred by the city we would be willing to reimburse the city or individual
for overtime or extra hours that was put in because of unloading the carts.”
Mayor Doss “Gary thought they would be on pallets.”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Yes I was aware of that as I helped
unload them yesterday.”
Mayor Doss “Why we got you here if you can explain a little bit not only to
us but to the citizens, when you start issuing the cans to the citizens. If you
would just walk us thru that process.”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Basically what it boils down to is we
will come as a group of six or seven people, we will have the carts stacked
on a trailer, one guy driving the trailer three people on the trailer to drop
them off at house hold, then we have a follower truck with a driver and a
second person recording, every one of the individual carts has a serial
number and we have a listing of all residents in the city and when we get
done with it we will provide that to you and your public works department as
each cart will be assigned to a household. Another thing we do is we have an
explanation sheet it’s attached to the front of the cart. Another thing is I
talked to the driver and to Gary and we are going to have someone come
along and spray paint on the street a X and that will be where the cart is
put. This is about a two day process and it’s at your discretion.”
Mayor Doss “Will the resident need to be home to sign anything?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “No.”
Mayor Doss “If you’re a renter and we have some land owners who does not
live in the city limits some doesn’t live in the state do we need to forward
them a little information?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “We can certainly do that, the
information packet we give goes with the cart but it’s probably a good idea.”
Mayor Doss “Because they are responsible for replacing.”

Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Correct.”
Mayor Doss “If they don’t know we have them and then they end up gone.”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Right, that a good idea.”
Mayor Doss “And for the citizens that doesn’t want a ninety six they want a
sixty four they may say I don’t want one that big and you have already
wrote that number down and we have to exchange it do you just adjust your
paperwork?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Correct there will be a different serial
number on the sixty four gallons.”
Mayor Doss “Any questions from up here? Any citizen got a question about
this?”
Jimmy Massengill “I have a couple things: one a lot of the properties here
are right next to the street are you saying the trash can is going to be in a
cart?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “The trash can is on wheels.”
Mr. Massengill “So the trash can is like a cart.”
Mayor Doss “Right here’s a sample.”
Mr. Massengill “What if it’s not level, what if it’s turned?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Generally there’s a level spot.”
Mayor Doss “This truck has a, is it ten foot?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Eight foot, ninety six inches it can
reach out
Mr. Massengill “So other side of ditch in the yard. I would like to have a say
so in where it goes.”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “You will have a say as you’re the one
taking it out as long as it’s accessible by the truck.”
Mayor Doss “Another issue is putting the can right up against something
where the arms can’t grasp it.”

Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Yes and some of that is addressed in
the brochure.”
Mayor Doss “Do you have a weight limit on it?”
Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Yes and its addressed on the lid. In
Jasper the first day we had someone ride with driver.”
Mayor Doss “Any other questions? We appreciate you making this trip up,
thank you.”
Fire Hall Update
Mayor Doss “Tracey you was telling me they been over there today.”
City Recorder Tracey Pankey “I saw some people over there working today
they had a ladder. There was a little piece on the top when you walk in the
door on the inside that you could see straight up I’m assuming that is what
they were working on today having the ladder there. I know we got our
septic tank last week they worked on it other than that I don’t have any
updates on it.”
Mayor Doss “Any comments/questions?”
Commissioner Beene “Mr. Brewer got our bids ready?”
Mayor Doss “I haven’t heard anything from him. I have signed a couple of
checks.”
Commissioner May “Do you know what all needs to be done out there?”
Mayor Doss “The exterior corners on front and back need enclosed and
sealed. A lot of dirt still out there well a little dirt whole lot of rocks and I
don’t have a punch list from Dan Brewer, Dan needs to come and supply us
with his final punch list. I you will email or text him that for him to come do
walk thru for us?”
City Recorder Pankey “Okay.”
Commissioner May “We need to get this up and running quick as possible, its
been forever.”
Mayor Doss “Anything else on the fire hall update?”
Garland Miles “When’s it going to be open?”

Mayor Doss “We have no ideal.”
Mr. Miles “Look at Sale Creek 4 million dollars down there and they are fixing
to open it up.”
Mayor Doss “Initially it was right under a million dollars to build this so the
board approved to do the shell, well we need to get the shell finished. We
have hired an engineer to do the specs for us to resubmit bids out to either
do phase two which will be the ambulance service or phase two and three to
do final completion. Anything else?”
Police Department Impound Lot Update
Mayor Doss “Police Department Impound Lot Update.”
Police Chief Julie Tanksly “They have done everything except for put the
doors up, they came out yesterday and put the fence in, the bob wire
around the top all they got to do is I call it doors.”
Mayor Doss “Gates.”
Police Chief Tanksly “Gates yes gates.”
Mayor Doss “Okay, any questions?”
New Business
Library Board Add New Members Jamie Hall & Karen Beene
Mayor Doss “We will go under new business here you have library board add
new members Jamie Hall and Karen Beene.”
A motion to accept was made by Vice Mayor Reel.
Cindy Garcia “We added two new members Jamie Hall and Karen Beene the
other night. It brings us up to six members.”
Mayor Doss “How many members supposed to have on the board?”
Mrs. Garcia “Seven. I have talked to a neighbor who has expressed interest
in joining the board in September.”
Mayor Doss “I don’t have the by-laws with me but I think there’s a balance
of men and women.”

City Recorder Pankey “Can’t have more than five women or five of the same
sex on the board, so if it’s a seven person board it has to be either five
women and two men or five men two women.”
Vice Mayor Reel “You got one male already right?”
Mrs. Garcia “Yeah Mike Farris.”
Mayor Doss “Okay so the next person to get a full seven will need to be a
male.”
Mrs. Garcia “Okay.”
2nd by Commissioner May. Motion carried 4-0.
Mayor Doss “Thank you ma am.”
Court Clerk Michele Yearwood Credit Card Device & Software Update
Mayor Doss “Court Clerk Michele Yearwood I got a half of tree here in front
of me.”
Court Clerk Michele Yearwood “I know it, this is regarding the online
payments, credit and debit card payments. We get a lot of people coming in
wanting to pay with card for their water bills and their court cost. My
software has a program that people can pay online for their citations and not
even have to come in, they do charge a fee its $75.00 a month if we go that
route and this is just for the court software. It just makes it easier for them,
a lot of times they will call and say can I use my card, if they are from out of
town they have to send it thru the mail then wait for their check to clear.”
Mayor Doss “Linda Shavers you can use a card there to get your tags
renewed there’s a fee you charge and let them know upfront it’s a minimum
charge it offsets the cost for that department.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Okay now that’s something different now that’s with
the debit card modular and I gave you paperwork on that. It’s a little credit
card swiper machine and what that does is you swipe the card and I got
three different company with three different prices for yall to look at to see
what you want to do, which company you think is best or if there’s another
company you want me to check into. The one company I think it was a ½
percent that they charge the customer seven cents on each transaction so if
somebody came in and paid a thirty five dollar water bill and paid it with
their debit card/credit card the company would charge a half percent plus
seven cents on each transaction, with my system it would be the same like

one hundred forty four dollars is the ticket so if they paid that one hundred
forty four dollars it would be like seventy cents and then seven cents so it
would be seventy seven cents transaction because citations are more than
water bills are. Now for my system the one I told you was seventy five
dollars…”
Mayor Doss “Is it .7 percent or 7 percent?”
Court Clerk Yearwood “.005 percent.”
Mayor Doss “Okay.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “It’s on one of those sheets you have, there’s so many
customers who come in and want to use their debit card or their credit card
for their water bills and for their tickets.”
Mayor Doss “One of them is seventy five dollars per month.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Now that’s my software that is where they go online
and pay for their tickets they wouldn’t bother with the terminal that’s just
another option for my stuff.”
Mayor Doss “That’s nine hundred a year.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Right, so say a hundred tickets a month at seventy
seven cents and that’s if they are only a hundred forty four dollars.”
Commissioner Beene “How many tickets we get now.”
Mayor Doss “That’s half of them.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “I would say at least seventy citations a month.”
Commissioner Beene “How many wants to pay with credit card or debit
card?”
Court Clerk Yearwood “There’s quite a bit actually I had three phone calls
today asking me if they can pay it before court with their credit card just so
they wouldn’t have to come to court.”
Mayor Doss “Out of these right here tell me which one you recommend.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “I like the Pay Rock because it seemed less expensive
but I don’t know if there are any hidden cost or anything that’s something I

would have to find out as they are just giving me rough drafts just
something for you guys to ask me questions so I can go back to the
companies and ask them.”
Mayor Doss “I’m going to jump ahead let’s say you do get this sharing it
with the water department and the police department so it is going to be
split initial cost?”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Yes.”
Mayor Doss “Out of two different departments or ?”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Actually it will be out of four; general, sanitation,
whichever department uses it. Like every water one will be charged with
water, every court will be charged in general, anything for drug would be
drug, sanitation will be sanitation because we have four different accounts.
We would have to figure out in the water department how to do it because
at the end of the night each transaction when someone comes in the pay
their water bill what will happen is they will slide their card thru, we put it in
the account it goes to and they will get a receipt and we would get a receipt
it wouldn’t have to go thru the cash register anymore because it automatic
goes to bank but somehow we have to figure out how to get it posted into
the account thru local government. I did have a vendor call local
government to see how much it would cost to go thru local government and
it was outrageous like a thousand dollars and I have something on it they
have an annual support fee which is $1130.00 a year.”
Mayor Doss “Eleven hundred and thirty?”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Yea, eleven hundred and thirty and they said we
would need two interface modules at $637.50 each and that was to just use
their software and there was a bunch of other cost.”
Mayor Doss “David our auditor probably could tell you how this would work
out of four different departments or that you don’t have to do it out of four
different departments. I would recommend that you contact him find out
whether Soddy Daisy or Dayton or somebody else already has this in place
to see how they do theirs also to get an idea because we don’t want to get
wrote up by the state by doing it wrong if we ask our auditor then he is
going to tell us more than likely exactly how to do it if we do it. That’s my
thought. Should have had that thought a week ago.”

Court Clerk Yearwood “That’s all right I wanted to run it by yall anyways
about the credit card terminals and let yall know that there are a lot of
customers asking to use their credit and debit cards.”
Mayor Doss “I have been here numerous times over the years and people
come in and have to leave and come back. I think we just have got one
store with an ATM.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Right they have to run to store get cash out and they
have to pay usually its five dollars I think to take money out of ATM.”
Mayor Doss “If you would get that information for the board and get it to us
prior to meeting in our packet or text us, email whatever.”
Court Clerk Yearwood “Alright thank you.”
Mayor Doss “Yes ma am.”
Ticket Book Change
Mayor Doss “Ticket books I guess that will be you to, Andy had question
about that month or two ago.”
Commissioner Beene “Recently, month or two ago, eight to ten years ago I
think it’s time to change the ticket books.
Court Clerk Yearwood “Okay I actually called the court house and talked to
the court clerk up there in Jamie Holloway’s office and all of our departments
use the same book. This book is used by the State, by the Tennessee
Highway Patrol, Spring City, the County, Dayton City and us. They really
don’t want us to change because its uniform and we would be out of sync
with the other departments if we change it. We can change it but what she
suggested for me to do is to get some ball point pens and have the officers
write darker on that sheet.”
City Recorder Pankey “Because we were actually using the officers were
actually using gel pens which aren’t I guess as good when you press down
on them as ball point so she did suggest that we go to the ball point pens
and see if that made a difference and I did purchase ball point pens for the
police department.”
Commissioner Beene “I just know the last couple tickets I have seen you
can’t even make them out.”

Court Clerk Yearwood “Right and I explained that to them and ask them if
they at courthouse had any problems with any of the other officers and they
have had those problems that’s why she suggested we use ball point pens.
These are five part and I also took out one of the parts that they don’t need
so it will be a little easier for them to write and make sure that it gets on the
pink copy because the violator copy is the last copy so that’s going to be the
lightest and the most important thing on there for the violators to know is
when their court date is and what they were charged with and officers name.
I have talked to the chief and if the pink copy isn’t dark enough they can
always write that in so they can see it.”
Mayor Doss “Any questions? Thank you ma am.”
Community Room Shades
Mayor Doss “Community room shades I have been to senior bingo and
certain time the glare comes in where you just can’t see and I think Andy
had echoed this also. What kind of shades are you looking?”
Commissioner Beene “I’m not particular at all. I think it’s a ladies thing they
need to look and see what will work best to have there just as long as it
shades the sun from blinding you and getting too hot. It will help cool it in
the summer and in the winter you probably will won’t to be able to pull them
back so you will have more light.”
City Recorder Pankey “I actually purchased one of the blinds like you see in
the homes that you can open. Our windows back there measured 46 ½ they
don’t sell blinds in 46 ½ they sell them in 47 so we purchased one blind and
we are going to try it tomorrow putting it up to see what it does, it’s the kind
you can twist open or close and then they have the little drawstring if you
want more light lift the blind up.”
Commissioner Beene “So you and Amanda are going to take care of that?”
City Recorder Pankey “Yeah.”
Commissioner Beene “Thank you.”
Mayor Doss “Any farther discussion on this, if not we will move on.”
Kristopher’s Kingdom Air Conditioner Quotes
Mayor Doss “The air conditioner unit at Kristopher’s Kingdom David Sulcer
has let us know that the unit is not big enough to carry that room. When we
purchased that we ask Goins Heating & Air what size do we need for that
room that’s what they recommended. The motor has burned out its still

under warranty, David if you will come up here please, you have been
talking to one individual at Goins Heating & Air just let us know what the
conversation was?”
Park Chairmen David Sulcer “I was talking to Mel he said the unit was
nowhere near big enough. He quoted a price of $7800.00 to put a five ton
unit in and duct work thru the ceilings. But as you guys know at the auction
for freedom fest people in there were really gripping and telling us to turn
the air on but it was on.”
Commissioner May “I was probably one of them, it was hot.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “It was very hot.”
Mayor Doss “You told me you had a conversation about exchanging.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “I had a conversation about exchanging and I guess
he talk to Tracey and said he would not be allowed to exchange it.
Mayor Doss “I would like to look at just a second unit smaller on that end
that would vent in where the kitchen is.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “He suggested if you put a second unit in to put it on
the concrete slab.”
Mayor Doss “It just bothers me when they recommend two ton and it
probably should have been a three or four, what’s he recommending today?”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “He is recommending a five ton with duct work with
vents shooting down.”
Mayor Doss “What did we pay for this unit do you remember?”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “I don’t remember the way he sounded it was bottom
grade. He said they went cheapest way out.”
Commissioner May “I think we should get three bids on it and see what
happens from there.”
Commissioner Beene “I agree we need to get bids on it and see what they
come out to. He recommended a seven ton?”
City Recorder Pankey “Five.”

Mayor Doss “Five.”
Vice Mayor Reel “But he is the one who recommended the one that’s in there
right?”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “I do not know I had nothing to do with it at that
time.”
Mayor Doss “Well it hadn’t been there long enough to run out of warranty.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “They been up there a bunch of times having to work
on it. He said there’s no way the unit can keep building cool, it can keep it
warm in the winter but it’s over working even with this new motor he said it
could be two years and it would be burnt up to its just working to hard.”
Mayor Doss “Do I have a motion that we put this out for bids, doesn’t mean
we have to accept them?”
A motion to get bids on air conditioner was made by Commissioner May; 2nd
by Commissioner Beene.
Mayor Doss “Any farther discussion?”
Commissioner Beene “For five ton unit and duct work.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “Five ton unit and duct work using existing hole that’s
there so they don’t have to dig thru the block and new wiring.”
Mayor Doss “So anyone who comes here we can just take them up there and
let them see what the project is.”
Motion carried 4-0.
Mayor Doss “Thank you.”
Park Chairmen Sulcer “Thank you.”
Senior Center
Mayor Doss “I was in Wal-Mart a week or so ago and I had already been told
that some people are interested in starting a senior center here. I was
talking to one lady about it and a second lady walked in that they knew and
the lady said I can guarantee you fifteen seniors the first meeting down
here. Right now they go to Dayton and they meet in the a.m., if we do
something like this it would be coordinated thru the front office because of

scheduling. Fire Department has training on certain days, she rents it out to
the citizens and certain days in the future we have classes that would be
here so it would have to go thru one person one office to schedule the
calendar for the seniors. It’s something I think would benefit Graysville to
have seniors here. We could get it started then go thru the state if needed, I
don’t know that much about the red tape with the state for just letting
people use it can you enlighten us a little bit Ed on it?”
City Attorney Ed Boring “The biggest thing about letting people use it is if
you don’t lease it out it would need to be a nonprofit organization. Senior
citizens can obtain that status. But I don’t see a problem with it.”
Commissioner Beene “Is that meeting once a week, once a month or two or
three times a week how often do they meet?”
Mayor Doss “Well in Dayton its, I’m assuming it’s because its right there
where the seniors live I’m thinking it’s probably Monday thru Friday up
there. Here you take baby steps get it going, I don’t know what all they do
I’m old enough to go I just don’t have the time. I think it’s a good
opportunity for our citizens to have somewhere to go and Dayton they do
schedule out of town trips where they charter the ride. And if we see it
doesn’t work at least you tried. Amanda the lady you talked at the bingo she
lives right up here off?”
City Recorder Pankey “Rosie Penny is that who it was?”
Mayor Doss “Rosie Penny.”
Commissioner Beene “Rosie Penny.”
Municipal Clerk Amanda Sulcer “She said her daughter is in the process of
moving here that she will help start this do whatever she needs to do so that
her mother will have some where to continue to go. Our last bingo we had
seven people telling us for an hour that they needed a place down here.”
Mayor Doss “Do I have a motion to let this start here?”
A motion to allow a senior center to start in Graysville was made by
Commissioner Beene; 2nd by Commissioner May. Motion carried 4-0.
Mayor Doss “I appreciate that, because it won’t be long till I’ll be going.”

Bridge Repair on Dayton Avenue Bridge
Mayor Doss “Bridge Repair on Dayton Avenue and in the narrative it also
talks about other areas in Graysville, going out of Graysville going north the
bridge before you get to Reece Beenes its pretty rough hitting it. I would like
for us to try and cut it out fill it in you can do half on one side and let traffic
go around it. It’s been needing repaired for a long time Mr. Elkins has been
after me every time he sees me and I assured him that I would put it on the
agenda tonight and we also got when you are coming in the lower end and
make that sharp curve it keeps bottoming out there on the curve from big
trucks we could put some Quick Crete in there or whatever to fill that in.
There are things here and there that can be addressed.”
Commissioner Beene “Do we need to put a work order in on that? I
suggested that and one of our employees came to me after we discussed it
Ted the other night after setting the agenda meeting and I said why don’t
you go to Tracey and get a work order started on it because it’s not just
bridges its pot holes and dips on Hickman Lane as I know we discussed it
and the two bridges but we got a lot of areas that could be unsafe if we
don’t take care of them.”
Mayor Doss “Well the fire hydrant at Southern College and Dayton Avenue
the pole that sets there was knocked down last year so it’s just setting there
the concrete needs busted and reset. That’s another thing you know it’s not
a priority.”
Commissioner Beene “Needs to be put on the list to be.”
City Recorder Pankey “I never received a work order on that but I did talk to
Gary after we put it on the agenda the other night and he said you can’t put
quick crete there it will have to be asphalt.”
Mayor Doss “Okay.”
Commissioner Beene “Asphalt would be better.”
Mayor Doss “Yeah you just put the cones there to let it set up. If you will
issue out the work orders for these things if you can’t remember them just
touch base with us. Anything else on this?”
Department Policy & Procedures
Mayor Doss “I think we need to have a workshop and look at each
department and if there are things we need to adjust to make policy for
instance out on highway twenty seven we had a water leak out there and it
lasted five days for four customers and I just think that’s not acceptable

work your eight hours then go home and people has to set there without
water. That kinda spawns this policy and procedure thing so if I have
agreement with the board we will set a workshop pretty soon I know we still
got to look at our budget and stuff but I think we need to be diligent on
this.”
Commissioner May “I think it needs to be real soon.”
Mayor Doss “Is that alright with you?”
Commissioner Beene “.”Yep
Mayor Doss “Vice Mayor?”
Vice Mayor Reel “Yes.”
Mayor Doss “Alright.”
Communications from citizens
Jimmy Massengill “First we had freedom fest up at the ball park and I would
like to thank you for the music stage up there, that’s fantastic they done a
great job on that. They guy had a concern that when the doors are open
there needs to be a prop put on the corner of it because of the weight, if yall
can come up with something because that thing is nice.”
Mayor Doss “He already came back and put the four by fours I think it was
four by fours up.”
Mr. Massengill “That was nice I like it, good ideal it has been needed for a
long time. It’s been a long time but I have a couple of things just setting
here listening and I never can keep my mouth shut I like put something in
or have questions. The garbage cans I still have a concern about being on
level ground, you also talked about you got your apartments and you also
got mobile home parks and you said some live out of state is there a
contract if the garbage can is put at a particular place and the renter aint
responsible for it the owner is right? And it comes up missing and he says
I’m not paying for it does their garbage not get picked up anymore what
happens do you sue them for that garbage can is there a contract that they
are liable to have to pay for it if it comes up missing?”
Mayor Doss “Kevin will probably be best to answer that question because he
has been in the business a lot longer, we haven’t even started this yet.”

Sringfellow Representative Mr. Coon “Basically you can do whatever works
best for you they are $65.00 carts they are not likely to be stolen it will
happen on occasion but again we have additional carts.”
Mr. Massengill “Blinds in the community room we really need them I’m glad
they said something because when we do presentation on the fire
department power point on the wall the sun comes in there and you can
hardly see so it needed to be darker I was actually going to hang a curtain
or sheet to just darker that part of them room because the presentation on
the wall the projector doesn’t make a bright enough image.
Mayor Doss “See those windows up there (pointing at meeting room
windows) their tinted and at a certain time of the day the tint doesn’t keep
the sun out they would have to be almost blacked out. The blinds or the
shades will be better than the curtains.”
Mr. Massengill “True I agree, one last thing and that was the ordinance on
paying I would appreciate being able to pay online but I remember years
ago before I paid my motorcycle off Harley Davidson would allow you to pay
your payment online convenience fee was six dollars if you write a check it
was free of charge. To be able to come down here and swipe a credit/debit
card would be awesome there’s very few places any more that don’t take
cards it would be nice for us to be able to get with the age actually the City
of Graysville is the only person I write a check to. That’s all I had I do want
to say I do intend on running again this year I missed it only reason I got
out of it was I was working over the road and I’m going to start coming to
meetings it’s the second Tuesday of each month here?”
Mayor Doss “One new thing that the board has decided is the Thursday prior
to the meeting they have an agenda setting where you come put stuff on the
agenda instead of just calling it in.”
Mr. Massengill “Citizens can do that as well?”
Mayor Doss “Yeah they can go thru anybody to put it on the agenda.”
Mr. Massengill “That’s all I have.”
Mayor Doss “We appreciate it.”
Mr. Massengill “Thank you.”

Mayor Doss “We have got an executive council meeting immediately
following this we will take a five minute break before we go into the
meeting.”
A motion to adjourn was made by Mayor Doss; 2nd by Vice Mayor Reel.
Motion carried 4-0.
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